Statements and questions

When we convert a statement into a question, changes have to be made.

He is interested in animal welfare.
Is he interested in animal welfare?

Change the statements below into questions.

This bus is going to the station.

There is only one person in that car.

You get enough exercise.

This train stops at Darlington.

Now change these questions into statements.

Did you catch your plane?

Can we walk to school?

Was he biking in all that traffic?

Will we arrive late?
Statements and questions

When we convert a statement into a question, changes have to be made.

*He is interested in animal welfare.*
*Is he interested in animal welfare?*

Change the statements below into questions.

This bus is going to the station.
*Is this bus going to the station?*

There is only one person in that car.
*Is there only one person in that car?*

You get enough exercise.
*Do you get enough exercise?*

This train stops at Darlington.
*Does this train stop at Darlington?*

Now change these questions into statements.

Did you catch your plane?
*You caught your plane.*

Can we walk to school?
*We can walk to school.*

Was he biking in all that traffic?
*He was biking in all that traffic.*

Will we arrive late?
*We will arrive late.*

In this exercise, check that the word order makes sense and that question marks are included in the relevant sentences. You may want to discuss how a verb’s position in a sentence often depends on whether it is in a question or a statement.